
No. of Delegates- 50
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Overview

• Amsterdam is the Netherlands’ capital, known for its artistic heritage, elaborate canal system and narrow houses 
with gabled facades.

• Cycling is key to the city’s character, and there are numerous bike paths
• Amsterdam has an oceanic climate strongly influenced by its proximity to the North Sea to the west, with prevailing 

westerly winds. 
• Both winters and summers are considered mild, although winters can get quite cold, while summers are quite warm 

occasionally.



Flight matrix

Average cost 57,800/-
“Flight costs are indicative and it may change at the time of confirmation”

Amsterdam Onward Return

Hubs Air Line
Departure 

Time
Arrival 
Time

Duration Stops Air Line
Departure 

Time
Arrival 
Time

Duration Stops

Mumbai
KLM Royal Dutch 

2165/1230
2:05 11:45 14H 10M

2H 40M Halt in 
Paris

KLM Royal Dutch 
877

11:55 0:40 8H 15M Direct

Delhi
Emirates-
513/147

4:10 12:40 13H
1H 35M Halt in 

Dubai
Emirates-146/512 10:35 2:40 11H 35M

1H 40M Halt 
in Dubai

Chennai
Emirates 
543/147

3:30 12:40 13H 40M
1H 50M Halt in 

Dubai
Emirates 148/544 14:30 8:15 13H 15M

2H 40M Halt 
in Dubai

Bengaluru
Emirates 
569/147

4:20 12:40 10H 30M
1H 20M Halt in 

Dubai
Emirates-146/568 10:35 2:55 11H 50M

1H 30M Halt 
in Dubai

Hyderabad
Emirates 
525/147

4:10 12:40 13H
1H 30M Halt in 

Dubai
Emirates 146/524 10:35 2:40 11H 35M

1H 25M Halt 
in Dubai

Average Cost 57800



• The Van Gogh Museum is an art museum dedicated to the works of Vincent van Gogh and his contemporaries in 
Amsterdam in the Netherlands.

• It has the world's largest collection of Van Gogh paintings, alongside drawings & letters
• It is located at the Museum Square in the borough Amsterdam South

Places to visit

Van Gogh Museum 



The Rijksmuseum 

• The Rijksmuseum is a Dutch national museum dedicated to arts and history in Amsterdam.

• The museum is located at the Museum Square in the borough Amsterdam South, close to the Van Gogh Museum, the 
Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, and the Concertgebouw.

• The museum has on display 8,000 objects of art and history, from their total collection of 1 million objects from the 
years 1200–2000, among which are some masterpieces by Remberant, Frans Hals, and Johannes Veermeer. 

• The museum also has a small Asian collection, which is on display in the Asian pavilion.



Anne Frank House

• The Anne Frank House is a writer's house and biographical museum dedicated to Jewish wartime 
diarist Anne Frank.

• During World War II, Anne Frank hid from Nazi persecution with her family and four other people in 
hidden rooms at the rear canal house, known as the Secret Annex.

• It preserves the hiding place, has a permanent exhibition on the life and times of Anne Frank, and has an 
exhibition space about all forms of persecution and discrimination.

• The building is located on a canal called the Prinsengracht, close to the Westerkerk, in central 
Amsterdam in the Netherlands



Jordaan District

• The narrow canals and streets of trendy Jordaan are flanked by indie boutiques, cozy pubs and hip 
eateries. 

• Stalls at the Noordermarkt square market offer jewelry, clothes, antiques and organic food.

• Antiques Centre Amsterdam sells vintage ceramics and paintings, while smaller galleries in the area 
focus on innovative contemporary art.



Dam Square

• Dam Square or Dam is a town square in Amsterdam, the capital of the Netherlands.

• Its notable buildings and frequent events make it one of the most well-known and important locations 
in the city and the country.

• All roads lead to Dam Square, the real heart of Amsterdam, where The Royal Palace, the Nieuwe Kerk
and the War Memorial overlook this vast and bustling open space



Royal Palace

• The Royal Palace of Amsterdam in Amsterdam is one of three palaces in the Netherlands which are at 
the disposal of the monarch by Act of Parliament.

• It is situated on the west side of Dam Square in the centre of Amsterdam, opposite the War Memorial 
and next to the Nieuwe Kerk.



The Begijnhof

• The Begijnhof is one of the oldest hofjes in Amsterdam, Netherlands. A group of historic buildings, 
mostly private dwellings, centre on it.

• It is one of the hidden treasures of Amsterdam. This inner court has been the scene of many historical 
events and even miracles.

• As the name suggests, it was originally a Béguinage. 

• Today it is also the site of two churches, the Catholic Houten Huys and the English Reformed.



Unique things to do
Amsterdam Dinner Canal Cruise

• Enjoy an exclusive and delicious fine dining experience whilst taking in the magically lit canals of Amsterdam.

• You will receive a drink and an amuse bouche upon coming aboard the luxury canal boat, making for a festive 
start to an evening of sailing and dining.

• The dinner cruise through Amsterdam lasts 2.5 hours, during which the chef will prepare special meal “live” 
and your every wish will be catered to by cheerful staff. 

• The Amsterdam Dinner Canal Cruise is without a doubt the most culinary cruise in Amsterdam



Tulip Garden

• Dive into spring in this sea of colour and fragrance at the world famous Keukenhof Gardens.

• By far the most beautiful spring garden, where you can explore over 32 hectares, covered with more 
than 7 million blooming tulips, daffodils and hyacinths. 

• These huge gardens are the largest and most spectacular flower gardens in the world – from March to 
May every year

• Our tour gives you the most unique experience of the Keukenhof.



This is Holland: The Ultimate Flight Experience

• Is a unique flying experience: it doesn’t just show you the Netherlands, it lets you live it. 

• THIS IS HOLLAND presents a unique flying experience that doesn’t just show you the Netherlands, it lets you live it.

• Breath taking filming gives you a spectacular perspective from the air and new insights into how the Netherlands 
was created.

• The perfect activity for travel groups, corporate groups, or even private events!



Heineken Experience

• The Heineken Experience is a self guided interactive tour through beer giant's history in former 
brewery, with a tasting room finale through the world of Heineken.

• You can discover the history of the company, the 4 natural ingredients of their beer, the brewing 
process, a tasting room and the Heineken brand.

• At the end of the tour you can enjoy 2 Heinekens or learn how to draught the perfect Heineken.



Madurodam

• Discover Holland's highlights and heritage in this world famous miniature and Holland theme park.
• You will discover Holland’s most iconic landmarks and history through a story of magnificent miniatures and indoor 

attractions. The stunning park filled with flowers is a beauty for the eye and shows 338 miniatures. 
• From little Amsterdam to Dutch national architecture built on a scale of 1:25 with miniature trains, boats and cars 

moving around
• The Madurodam is easy to reach by public transport and by car. It is just 45 minutes from Amsterdam 

and 25 minutes from Rotterdam. If you would like to continue to the beach after your visit, you can have the sand 
between your toes at Scheveningen within 10 minutes.



• During this 3 hour stroll around the historical centre our friendly local guides will expose you to over 800 years of 
Amsterdam history and culture.

• From its humble beginnings on the river Amstel to the glorious Golden Age Amsterdam has an exclusive place in world 
history. 

• We'll show you sites like The Jordaan, The world famous Canal Belt, Dam square and The Begijnhof .

• Also optionally included in this guided tour is a visit to a diamond factory. 

• Our guide will explain the city’s history, inform you about the city’s highlight and make the city come alive with 
interesting and funny details.

Walking City Tour Amsterdam



Madame Tussauds

• Madame Tussauds Amsterdam is a wax museum situated in Amsterdam, the capital city of 
the Netherlands.

• It is located in the centre of the city on Dam Square, near the Royal Palace of Amsterdam.

• The collection of Madame Tussauds Amsterdam consists of a collection of wax figures of famous 
celebrities in different categories such as the Golden Age of Dutch history, music, sport & movie.



Adam Lookout

• A’DAM LOOKOUT is an observation deck with an unrivalled panoramic view of Amsterdam. You’ll see 
the city’s historical center, its pulsating port, the unique Dutch polder landscape and you’ll spot the 
famous canals which belong to the UNESCO world heritage list.

• Complementing the experience is a state-of-the-art interactive exhibition about Amsterdam’s history 
and culture. A’DAM LOOKOUT is located on top of the A’DAM Tower in Amsterdam North.

• ‘Over the Edge’ is Europe’s highest swing on our sky deck. Daredevils and thrill seekers will swing 100 
meters above the ground, back and forth over the edge of the tower with Amsterdam below their feet.

• Enjoy the unrivalled view over our capital city, while the adrenaline flows through your body.



Itinerary

Day 01:

• Arrival at  Airport.

• Lunch at Indian Restaurant.

• Check in to the hotel (after 15h)

• Proceed for Sightseeing.

o This is Holland + Adam Lookout.

o Canal Cruise (with Indian buffet and local beer)

• Transfer Back to the Hotel.

• Overnight stay at the Hotel.



Day 02:

• Breakfast at the Hotel.

• City tour Amsterdam 

o Old Church

o Central Station

o National monument

o Amsterdam Museum

o Dam Square

• Free time for shopping at Dam Square

• Lunch at an Indian Restaurant.

• Heineken entrance - Heineken Experience

• Gala dinner at an Indian Restaurant.

• Transfer back & Overnight stay at the hotel.



Day 03:

• Breakfast at the Hotel.

• Start your Windmill excursion at 

o Zaanse Schans

o Cheese Factory

o Clog Factory

• Transfer to Scheveningen where you first will enjoy an Indian 

Lunch.

• Madurodam Entrance

• Hague city orientation tour, where the Dutch government is 

sighted.

• Photo stop at Peace Palace, the Royal Palace Noordeinde and the 

Binnenhof.

• Dinner at Indian Restaurant.

• Transfer and Overnight stay at the Hotel



Day 04:

• Breakfast at the Hotel.

• Check out of the hotel.

• Departure according to the flight timings.



Suggested hotels

• Set in the heart of the historic city, DoubleTree by Hilton Amsterdam Central Station places business and leisure guests 
within reach of

• Amsterdam’s famous shopping streets and cultural heritage sites. Explore the city by bike using in-house Bicycle 
Rental service. 

• Upgrade to an executive room or suite for incredible views, complimentary breakfast and late afternoon drinks and 
snacks in the Executive Lounge.

DoubleTree by Hilton 



• Kimpton De Witt is the first Kimpton hotel outside the Americas, a true debut in Europe. 

• The hotel is situated in the heart of Amsterdam's vibrant city centre and near Amsterdam’s Centraal station. Set within 
three original Renaissance-era buildings, it features 274 guest rooms, including 15 signature rooms and suites, and 
eight meeting rooms.

• Wyers Bar & Restaurant, offers American comfort food with a Dutch twist. In line with Kimpton’s innovative and 
playful approach to design, the hotel features a “house within a hotel” – a four-storey ‘Little House’

Kimpton De Witt 



• Stay downtown in the city of canals at the 4-star Radisson Blu Hotel, Amsterdam City Center. Located in the De Wallen
area of Amsterdam, This central hotel offers a unique base for exploring this modern metropolis with all its tangible 
cultural heritage.

• If you're traveling for business, you'll find convenient access to public transport, and the RAI Convention Center is only 
4 km away.

• The Radisson Blu Hotel, Amsterdam City Center merges old and new to beautiful effect. It incorporates 18th-century 
merchant houses, a former paper mill and a 19th-century vicarage, all linked with contemporary architecture. Choose 
from 252 guest rooms and suites in 2 design schemes: Naturally Cool and Golden Age.

Radisson Blu, City Center  



• The Novotel Amsterdam City is a 4 star hotel near the Amsterdam RAI events centre and the WTC. RAI station,within walking 
distance of the hotel, offers frequent connections to the city centre and Schiphol Airport. The hotel offers a restaurant 
serving breakfast, lunch and dinner, seven meeting rooms, a business centre, pub and coffee corner.

• The city of Amsterdam has so many things to offer. Business and leisure are easily combined.

• Amsterdam RAI station is within walking distance. From here you can easily reach Amsterdam' city centre and Schiphol 
Airport in just 15 minutes.

• The hotel is ideal for a city trip with the family or business meetings. 

Novotel Amsterdam City Hotel



• The Finding an ideal charming hotel in Amsterdam does not have to be difficult. Crowne Plaza Amsterdam South, a 
nice option for MICE travelers. 

• While staying at Crowne Plaza Amsterdam South, visitors can check out Concertgebouw (1.4 mi) and Moco Museum -
Banksy & more (1.6 mi), some of Amsterdam's top attractions. 

• Rooms at Crowne Plaza Amsterdam South provide a flat screen TV, air conditioning, and a minibar, and guests can stay 
connected with free wifi. 

• With 6 flexible meeting rooms, featuring natural daylight, Crowne Plaza Amsterdam - South can seat up to 145 
delegates, in theatre style.

Crowne Plaza Hotel



• RAI Amsterdam Convention Centre, commonly known as RAI Amsterdam or simply RAI, is a complex of conference and 
exhibition halls in the Zuidas business district of Amsterdam, Netherlands.

• RAI Amsterdam is an international exhibition and congress organization. Since 1893 we see it as our profession to 
bring people together, connect and inspire by organizing and facilitating meaningful encounters. Whether it is a public 
exhibition, a large congress, an international trade fair, a dance event or a theater performance.

• As a facilitating party, we create the ideal conditions in which inspiring meetings take place and powerful connections 
are created. As an organizing party, RAI connects with inspiring national and international events, context, content and 
communities.

RAI Amsterdam
Convention Centre



INDIAN RESTAURANTS 

Ashoka - Amsterdam Centrum

• Ashoka restaurant opened its doors at the nearby location, offering from the beginning the best of Indian and 
Nepalese cuisine in Amsterdam.

• Ashoka became so popular amongst locals, visitors of the city and Indian and Nepalese expats that our small 
restaurant with 30 seats could not even serve all of our regular guests.

• The interior of Ashoka Deluxe blurs the border between classic and industrial with one-of-a-kind works of art and 
exclusive vintage finds which invite you to a great evening in the Amsterdam city center. At Ashoka, you are able to 
experience the amazing flavors in a fine dining concept.

• Create a cherished memory at Ashoka Deluxe!



Memories of India 

• Memories of India is established in dutch city of Amsterdam since 1989 and serving authentic Indian 
food to its guests.

• Located in the heart of city surrounded by most of the tourist attractions. Almost all the tourist 
attractions are at walking distance from our location.

• Being at the most happening place of Amsterdam city it is one of the most popular restaurants in 
Amsterdam. Visit memories of India and experience yourself the magic of Indian herbs, spices and 
hospitality. 



Sherpa Restaurant

• Sherpa Restaurant, founded in 1989 in Amsterdam, is the first Nepalese and Tibetan restaurant in the 
Netherlands. 

• They also serve several signature Indian cuisines. The traditional cooking in Nepal, Tibet and India is 
an art and requires years of experience. Nepalese cuisine consists of mainly curries and rice and 
prepared with mild spices and herbs.

• Similarly, Tibetan dishes consist of various Momos (dumplings) and noodles and prepared mainly with 
Himalayan herbs. Furthermore, Indian dishes consist of various Curries, Tandoori, Biryani, Naan and 
Roti. All our dishes are freshly prepared in order to offer an authentic taste and freshness. 



Cost Implications

Please Note:

• The quote is Valid for 02 working days.

• The given quote is for 50 Delegates travelling together, any change in the number will call for a re-quote.

• No services are blocked at the moment.

• Conversion rate, 01 EURO = INR 81.

• In case of any unprecedented hike in airfare, hotel charges or other service charges, the same will be levied extra.

• Any hike in the room rates, taxes, toll and fuel will be levied extra. 

Hotel Kimpton de witt Double tree by Hilton Radisson blu

Occupancy Double Single Double Single Double Single

Ground Handling
38,882 48,518 39,278 50,366 38,046 47,990 

Flights
57,800 57,800 57,800 57,800 57,800 57,800 

Total
96,682 106,318 97,078 108,166 95,846 105,790 



Souvenir

Puccini Chocolate Bonbons

• Lauded as the best chocolates in the world, local Amsterdam chocolatier Puccini Bomboni creates handmade bonbons 
in delectable flavors such as lavender, drambuie, vanilla poppyseed, pepper, and plum. 

• Entering the elegant shop, the visitor is struck by the deep cocoa scent permeating the air and the beautiful, large 
truffles arranged artfully on the table

• The chocolate delights are handmade on site, and do not contain added preservatives. Choose a selection of bonbons to 
be packaged in a cellophane bag or pretty purple box. A perfect gift for those chocoholics!

Price: €2-3 each



• Genever (also called Jenever) is the traditional liquor of the Netherlands, from which gin has evolved. Some tasters say 
the flavor of this spirit is similar to white whiskey. 

• It is very good for mixing into cocktails, in fact many classic British gin cocktail recipes originally called for genever. 
Oude (old) genever is the traditional style, with a malty botanical flavor. 

• Jonge genever is a newer recipe with a cleaner taste, more similar to vodka. A bottle of genever from Amsterdam 
would be a really fun gift for the cocktail or spirits lover.

Price: €10-25

Dutch Genever



Cheese

• One of the most typical products from Amsterdam or souvenirs for family and friends is Dutch cheese.
• There is overwhelmingly rich offer of cheeses, especially Gouda, Edam and Maasdam, well known and exported all 

over the world. 
• Apart from the classics, try some really special ones: a turquoise-coloured cheese with lavender, pink-coloured cheese 

with red pesto, champagne gouda or even… coconut gouda!
• A typical cheese fromAmsterdam is Old Amsterdam, exceptional premium aged gouda cheese. Highly specialized 

cheese shops offer samples to try

Price: €6-10 each



Amsterdam Houses

• A typical souvenir from Amsterdam are magnets, mugs, chocolates and all kinds of other souvenirs in the form of the 
classic Dutch houses. 

• The 17th century rich merchant canal houses of Amsterdam are recognizable all over the world and they are UNESCO 
World Heritage for a reason. 

• They look as if they were made of gingerbread, taken straight from a fairytale.
• What’s even more characteristic, they are often crooked – they seem to be falling!

Price: €5-9 each



Visa Formalities

Netherlands Visa Documentations-Visa Stamping / Stickers (Schengen Visa)

• Passport: Original Passport with validity of minimum six months (from the date of return) and minimum two blank 

pages for visa stamps.

a) Copy of Bio-data page of Current passport (1st and last page)

Please note

a) Passports issued beyond 10 years will not be accepted by the Embassy

b) Indian Passports can only be accepted if their bio data (name, date of birth, place of birth & sex) have not been 

modified by an "observation". However, observation regarding the validity of the passport or any observation on the 

last page is acceptable.

c) Attach all your old passports (if any)

• Schengen Visa Application Form: One visa application form duly filled online and signed by the 

applicant. https://consular.mfaservices.nl/schengen-visa/TNTMQB .

Please note:

a) Applicant mobile number should be mentioned in visa form as Embassy / Consulate can contact the applicant at 

any point of time during visa processing.

b) Applicant's Email Id should be mentioned in the form as Embassy/Consulate may directly contact applicant for 

any additional documents or personal interview.

The following form also need to be duly filled, signed and submitted along with the application



c) CONSENT FORM

• Photo Specification: Two recent passport size coloured photographs with matt or semi matt finish, 60%-80% face 

coverage, white background and without border (Size: 35mm x 45mm)

For Chennai: One recent passport size colored photographs with glossy finish, 60%-80% face coverage, white 

background and without border (Size: 35mm x 45mm)

Please note: Photograph should not be more than 3 months old, scanned/stapled and should not be used in any of 

the previous visas

• Covering-Letter: Covering Letter from applicant on business letter head mentioning name, designation, passport 

number, purpose and duration of visit in brief. The letter should be duly signed by authorized signatory with 

company stamp and addressed to – The Visa Officer, Embassy of The Netherlands, Delhi

Please Note: Covering Letter on Letterhead if applicant is Self Employed or on plain paper if employed.

• Airline Reservation :Ticket Itinerary

• Proof of Accommodation: Hotel confirmation/Grantee of host for the entire period of stay in Schengen area.

Please Note: Hotel should match the ticket dates and maximum stay should be Netherland



• Medical : Original Medical travel Insurance for the entire stay 

• Financials

a) Personal ITR for last 3 years / Form 16A

b) Personal Bank Statement for last three months

c) Salary slips for last three months

d) Credit Card copy/Foreign Exchange endorsement/Traveller’s Cheque

e) Record of ownership of real estate, share certificates, deposits, investments

• Proof of Employment and leave letter on company's letterhead.

• Netherlands Travel History Details Sheet : Applicants will have to furnish details of their previous travel history in 

the prescribed Netherlands Travel History Details Sheet.

Please Note:
a) As applications are being accepted only through appointment, we advise you to send your application well in advance 
so that we can arrange for an appointment for timely processing of your visa.

New Procedure for Schengen Visa Applications: With immediate effect, Indian citizens travelling to Schengen countries 

for short-term (max 90 days in 180 days) will have to visit VFS visa application centre personally to provide biometric 
data (fingerprints and digital photograph). For subsequent applications within next 5 years the biometric data will be 
copied from the previous visa application included in the VIS.



Inclusions

• Accommodation in well-appointed rooms for 03 nights and 04 
days on double/single occupancy.

• Flights as per mentioned hubs.

• Meals:
o Day 01: Lunch at an Indian Restaurant and Dinner at 

Cruise<Continental menu> with soft drinks, beers, for 02 
hrs.

o Day 02: Breakfast at the Hotel, Lunch at an Indian 
restaurant and Gala Dinner at an Indian restaurant with 
alcohol & DJ.

o Day 03: Breakfast at the Hotel, Lunch an  Indian Restaurant 
and Dinner at Indian Restaurant.

o Day 04: Breakfast at the Hotel. 

• Gala dinner at Indian restaurant inclusions:
o 02 veg and 02 Non Veg starters for 02 hours.
o Free flow of alcohol for 02 hours(Whisky- Black Label, 

Vodka- Smirnoff, Rum- Bacardi, Local Beer and Juices).
o Indian DJ with Basic Light and Sound system.

• Transfers and Sightseeing in an AC coach on Sharing basis.

• All Sightseeing mentioned in the itinerary. 

• English-speaking professional guide for all tours and transfers

• Assistance of 01 Trip Navigator Representative for smooth 
functioning of the tour

• Visa and Travel insurance ( for all delegates between 02 months 
to 59 years)

• Daily per person 01 water bottle 500 ml per day

Exclusions

• GST as Applicable.

• Anything that is not Mentioned in the Inclusion Section.

• Early check in and late check out.

• Any kind of event set up at the Conference apart from 
mentioned in the inclusions.

• Any alcohol/beverages other than those mentioned in 
the Inclusion section.

• Early check in and late checkout will be at additional 
cost.

• Any Tips and Gratitude’s.

• Any extra meal apart from the mentioned in the 
inclusions.

• Any kind of private transfers/ VIP transfers. 



THANK YOU


